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The Automorphism Group of the Wreath Product of Directed Graphs 
GENA HAHN 
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the automorphism group of the wreath product of 
directed graphs to be the wreath product of their respective automorphism groups. This gives a 
generalization of a theorem of Sabidussi. 
INTRODucnON 
In [2] we defined a wreath product of hypergraphs and found necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the automorphism group of such a product to be the wreath product of the 
automorphism groups of the component hypergraphs. This generalized the appropriate 
theorem for graphs due to Sabidussi, [3]. There is another natural extension of Sabidussi's 
theorem, namely to directed graphs. This is the subject of the present paper. 
DEFINITIONS 
For convenience-and to re-establish notation-we state even some very standard 
definitions. Let X be a set; by X(2) we denote the set of ordered pairs of distinct elements of 
X, by IXI the cardinality of X. If U and V are (non-empty) subsets which partition X we 
write X = U(; V. A directed graph (digraph) D = (V, E) consists of a set V of vertices 
(points) and a set E s;;; V(2) of (directed) edges. In this context we will usually write xy for 
(x, y) E V(2). To each directed edge xy of D we associate an undirected edge [xy] = {x, y}; 
thus [xy] = [yx]. With this we can talk about the underlying graph G(D) = (V, [E]) of D 
given by [E] = {[xy]lxy E E}; similarly we talk of the underlying edge [e] of a directed 
edge e. The complement of D is the digraph 15 = (V, E) with xy E E if and only if xye E. 
We say that D is connected if for every partition of V = X (; Y (and "partition" here 
always means a non-trivial one) there is an e E E such that [e] n X ;t' 4> ;t' [e) n Y. 
If X s;;; V we denote by D(X) = (X, E(X)) the subgraph of D induced (i.e., xy E E(X) iff 
xy E E whenever x, y E X) by X. 
Given two disjoint digraphs D1 = (VI. E 1) and D2 = (V2, E 2) we define their directed join 
(dijoin) D1 v D2 = (V, E) by V = V 1 U V 2, E = E1 U E2 U {xy Ix E VI. Y E V 2}. A digraph 
D = (V, E) is a bijoin if there are partitions V = X (; Y = X' (; Y' such that D = 
D(X) v D( Y) = D(X') v D( Y') and D(X) = D( Y'), D( Y) = D(X') (i.e. D(X) is iso-
morphic to D(Y'), D(Y) to D(X') in the usual sense). In this case we write D= 
D(X)v D(Y). (Note that this is NOT the same as the join D(X) v D(Y).) For a point 
u E V, in D = (V, E), define 
N+(u) = {v E Vluv E E}, 
N-(u) = {v E Vlvu E E}, 
N(u) = (N+(u), N-(u)), 
N+(u) ={u}uN+(u) 
N-(u) = {u}uN-(u) 
N(u) = (N+(u), N-(u)) 
and if v E V, put N~ (u) =N+(u)\{v}; others analogously. 
Let u, v E V. We say that u and v are equivalent, u == v, if Nv(u) = Nu(v) and u;t' v. We 
call them similar, u - v, if u == v and N (u) = N (v); they are strongly similar, u = v, if u == v 
and N(u) =N(v). Note that u -v implies [uv]e[E] while from u =v it follows that uv, 
vu EE. 
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A Z-chain C in D is a subgraph of D induced by a set of vertices indexed by the integers 
such that 
(a) C=(V',E'), V'={v;lieZ},E'={v;vili<j,i,jeZ}, 
(b) for all i, j e Z, N(v;)\ V' = N(vJ\ V', 
where N(v;)\ V' = (N+(v;)\ V', N - (v;)\ V'). 
Next we define the wreath product D I[D2] of disjoint digraphs DI = (Vh E I) and 
D2 = (V2, E 2) to be D = (V, E) with V = VI X V 2 and (Xl, X2)(Yh Y2) E E if and only if 
either XIYI E EI, or XI = YI and X2Y2 E E 2. 
Finally we recall that if G and H are permutation groups acting on disjoint sets X and Y 
respectively then the wreath product G [H] of G and H acts on X x Y and the elements of 
G[H] are ordered pairs (g, {h.lJxEx) such that (g, {hx}xEx )(x, y) = (g(x), hAy)), g e G, 
hx e H. By .sIl (D) we will denote the automorphism group of a digraph D. If DI and D2 are 
(disjoint) digraphs and D = D I [D2] we will say that a e .sIl(D) preserves copies if for each 
u e VI there is a v E VI such that a({u} X V 2) = {v} X V 2. If each a E .sIl(D) preserves copies 
then .sIl(D) does. 
One last remark-let us agree that the cross product x takes precedence over other 
operations (and, hence, Au (B x C) will be written Au B x C) and that it is sensible to 
write a(x, y) for a «x, y)). 
RESULTS 
Before proceeding to the main result and the lemmas leading to it let us make a simple 
but important observation. In fact, we will dignify it by calling it a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let D = (V, E) be finite (i.e., V is finite). If D =D(X) v D(Y) = 
D(X') V D(Y') and IXI = IX'I then X =X'. 
PROOF. We use this occasion to recall that D = D (X) v D (Y) means, in particular, 
that xy E E, yxe E for all x eX, ye Y. Now if X ~ X' then x E X\X' and y E X'\X can be 
found and clearly both xy e E and yx e E. 
In the sequel we assume that DI = (Vh E I) and D2 = (V2, E 2) are given, V 2 is finite and 
D = D I[D2]. For simplicity of notation let us write.sll; for .sIl(Dj ), i = 1, 2, and.sll for .sIl(D). 
The theorem we aim to prove is this. 
THEOREM. .sIl = .sill [.sIl2] if and only if 
(1) whenever there are u, v E VI such that u == v: 
(a) if u - v then D2 is connected 
(b) if u = v then D2 is connected; 
(2) If DI contains a Z-chain then D2 is not a bijoin. 
The theorem is a consequence of the following lemmas. 
PROOF. Obvious. 
LEMMA 3. .sIl = .sIlI[.sIl2] if and only if.sll preserves copies. 
Product of digraphs 
PROOF. Necessity is clear. For sufficiency, let a E.:4. 
al(u) = v if and only if a({u}X V2) ={v} x V2 
au(x) = y if and only if a(u, x) = (al(u), y). 
We will show that 0'1 e.:4), and each au e .:42; hence that .:4 S; .:41[.:42]. 
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First, let uv EEl. Then (u, x)(v, y)EE for all x, y E V2 and, therefore, a «u, x)(v, y)) = 
(al(u),au(x))(al(v),av(y))EE. But u;tfv, so al(u);tfal(v) and it follows that 
al(it)al(v)eE1 and aIE.:4 l . As for aU. let xYEE2. Then (u,x)(u,y)eE, hence 
a «u, x)(u, y))= (al(u), au(x))(al(u), au(y))EE and that is only possible if au(x)au(Y)E 
E 2. Thus au E .:42 and a e .:41[.:42]. A reference to Lemma 2 completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4. If.:4 = .:41[.:42] then (1) and (2) hold. 
PROOF: If (1) does not hold then there are u, v E V), U == v and either u - v and D2 is 
not connected, or u "" v and 152 is not connected. In either case let X 0 Y be an appropriate 
partition of V 2 (i.e., one that disconnects D 2 , or 152 depending on the case). 
Define a : V ~ V by 
a(u,x)=(V, x), a(v,x)=(u,x) ifxeX 
a(w, z) = (w, z), otherwise. 
It is easy to see that a E .:4\.:41[.:42], a contradiction. If (2) fails to be true then D2 is a 
bijoin and there is a Z-chain C = (V~, E~) in D 1 • Let X 0 Y, X' 0 Y' be partitions of V2 as 
in the definition of a bijoin; let further f: X~ Y' and g: Y ~ X' be isomorphisms of D(X) 
and D(Y'), D(Y) and D(X'), respectively. Define now a: V ~ V by 
a (Vj, x) = (Vj,f(x)) if x eX, Vj E V~, 
a(vj, y) = (Vi+), g(y)) if Y E Y, Vj E V~, 
a(w, z) = (w, z) otherwise. 
It is routine to verify that a E .:4\.:41[.:42]. 
LEMMA 5. Let a E.:4, u E V), distinct v), ... ,Vn E V), n ~ 2 be such thata({u}X V2) n 
{v;} x V2;tf q, and, if v ;tf Vj, a ({u} x V2 ) n {V} x V2 = q, for i = 1, ... , n. Then Vj == vi' 
PROOF. Since D2 is finite, there is a 6 E V2 , for each v E V), such that a -I (v, 6) e {u} X 
V2. For each i = 1, ... , n choose Xj E V2 such that a -\Vj, x;) E {u} X V2. Consider now any 
pair Vj ;tf Vi' Let v ;tf Vj, Vi and, without loss of generality, VjV EEl. Since (Vj, Xj)(v, 6) E E 
we have a -1(Vi, xj)a -I(V, 6) E E and so a -1(Vi> xi)a -I(V, 6) E E as well. But then 
(Vb xJ(v, 6) E E, that is ViV E E. Thus Vj == Vi' 
We note in passing that the preceding proof. uses an easy fact that will find its way into 
other results. It is this: in a wreath product D l [D2] whenever (u,x)(v,y)EE for some 
x, y E V2 then (u, x) (v, y) E E for all x, y E V2, provided u ;tf v. Further, this is only possible 
if uv EEl. 
LEMMA 6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5-if (1) is satisfied then n = 2 and exactly 
one ofvlv2 and V2VI is in E 1 • 
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PROOF. Suppose first that Vi ~ Vj for some i ¥- j. Then Vi ~ Vj for all 1 ~ i < j ~ n and the 
graph induced by {V1. ... , vn} in Dl is Kn. This means that X={vl(u, v)Ea-1({vl}X V2)} 
and Y = V2\X form a partition of V2 disconnecting D 2, which contradicts (l)(a). 
If Vi = Vj for some i ¥- j, then ViVj E El for all 1 ~ i ¥- j ~ n. Taking X and Y as in the 
previous case we obtain a partition of V2 which disconnects 152, contrary to (l)(b). Thus, 
exactly one of ViVj, VjVi is in E 1. But if n > 2 and, without loss of generality, V1V2 E E1. we 
obtain-by pairwise equivalence of V1. V2 and v3-that Vl V3 E El also, hence V2V3 E El and 
so V2Vl EEl. Thus n = 2. 
LEMMA 7. If (1) and (2) hold then d preserves copies. 
PROOF. Let us write Du for the subgraph of D induced by {u} X V2 and let us denote 
this set of points by Vu. Suppose that (1) and (2) are satisfied but there is an a Ed which 
does not preserve copies. By the preceding lemmas there are D u , D v , and DV2 such that 
(i) a(Vu)n Vv, ¥- <P, i = 1, 2, 
(ii) X = a - \ Vv,) n Vu and Y = a - \ VV2 ) n Vu partition Vu, 
(iii) Vl:= V2 and, without loss of generality, V1V2 E E1. V2Vl eEl. This induces partitions 
of Vv, = X' (; Y' and VV2 = X" (; Y" defined by Y' = a (X), X" = a (Y). With this informa-
tion we will construct sequences of sets {Pn}n<w and {Rn}n<w of points of V 1 and on the 
basis of these sets 
R= URn 
n<w n<w 
with the properties that 
Pn = {pd-n ~i~n}, Rn = {rd-n ~i~n +1} 
and PiPj E E1. rirj E El if and only if i > j. We will then show that P and R are underlying sets 
for Z-chains in Dl and that D2 is a bijoin, contradicting (2). Naturally, this program will 
only work if V 1 is infinite. In the opposite case a contradiction will appear much earlier, 
namely in the fact that such a construction will be impossible. Let Po = u, ro = V1. rl = V2-
thus Po and Ro are already obtained. Let also Xo=X, Yo= Y, Xb =X', Yb = Y', 
X~ = X", Y~ = Y" and recall that a (Xo) = Yb, a(Yo) =X~. Assume now thatPn, Rn have 
been constructed so that (we repeat) 
(a) PiPj EEl if and only if -n ~ i <j~ n, 
(b) rirj EEl if and only if - n ~ i < j ~ n + 1, 
(c) each Vp , and V" is partitioned, 
so that 
a(Xi ) = Y;, 
(viz Figure1). 
The stage constructing Pn+1 and Rn+l as required consists of four steps: 
(i) Adding Pn+l. Consider a -1( Y:+ 1). This is clearly disjoint from each Vp, so far 
obtained. It follows from Lemmas 5 and 6 (after all, a -1 E d and does not presere copies, 
that is, "splits" D'n+') that there is a Pn+l E V 1 \Pn such that a -\Y~+d s; VPn+' and 
Pn+l := Pn (a word of warning: it does not follow-and is in fact false-that that ":=" 
relation is transitive. It does depend, in each case, on the points so related). We then put 
Xn+l = a -1( Y~+l) and Yn+1 = Vpn+, \Xn+1. We also observe at this step that pipn+1 E E1 for 
all -n~i~n. Since (rj, yj)(rn+1. Y~+l)EE for all yjE Yj, -n~j~n-by reason of 
rjrn+1 EEl-it follows that a -\rj, yj)a -1(rn+1' y~+l) E E and this implies (see the remark 
between Lemmas 5 and 6) that PiPn+1 E El as claimed. 
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FIGURE 1. ------+ indicates the action of the automorphism a on the appropriate part of D i ; ---.... 
indicates all the edges from Di to all its successors so far constructed. 
Similarly Pn+lPie E 1. 
(ii) Addingp-n-l' Consider a -I(X~n)' This is disjoint from Vp, for -n ~ i ~ n and from 
Xn+1. Also, a -I(X~n) n Yn+1 = CP, for otherwise Pn+lPn E E10 contradicting Lemma 6. To 
see this, note that (r- n' X~n)(rn+1o x~+d E E (since r -nrn+1 E E 1)for x~n E X~n' X~+1 E X~+1 
and, therefore, a -I(r _no x~n)a -1(rn+l' X~+I) E E which implies the claim. Hence there is a 
P-n-l E V 1\(Pn U{Pn +l}) with a -\X~n) s; Vp_ n _ 1 • 
As in the previous step we conclude that P- n- l = P- n and that P-n-IPi EEl for all 
-n ~ i ~ n + 1 and also that PiP-n-1 eEl. 
(iii) and (iv) Analogously, mutatis mutandis, r -n- 1o rn+2, X~n-J. Y~n-l' X~+2' Y~ +2 can 
be obtained such that r-n- l =r- norn+2=rn+l and r- n-Iri EEi,rjr-n-leE1orjrn+2EE1o 
rn+2rjeE1, for -n ~ i ~n +2, -n -1 ~j~n + 1. 
It follows from the above that VI must be infinite lest Lemma 5 be contradicted or one of 
a, a-I not be one-to-one. 
Let us now collect, 
P= U Pn, 
n < w n < w 
It is almost clear that both DI(P) and DI(R) are Z-chains in D I. The only part missing is 
the neighbourhood conditions, N(p;)\P = N(pN\P and N(r;)\R = N(rj)\R for i, j E Z. 
But this is obvious: Pi = Pi+1 and Pi+1 = Pi+2 do imply that N(Pi)\P = N (Pi+l )\P = 
N(Pi+2)\P and similarly for R. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 7 (and of the Theorem) we need to show that D 2 is a 
bijoin. Now for each i E Z, D p, = D p, (Xi) V D p , (Yi) and Dr, = Dr, (X; ) V Dr, (Y;). The 
former follows from the fact that (ri, y;)(ri+1o x;+d E E for y; E Y;, x; E X; but ri+lrie E I 
on application of a-I; the latter is similar. 
Since D p,=D2=Drj for i,jEZ, we can regard D 2 as D 2(X;)vD2(Yi) and as 
D 2(Xi) v D 2( Yi). But clearly IX.! = IXjl and IXi 1= IXi I and we conclude, by Lemma 1, 
that Xi = ~ and X: = Xi. Let now X = Xi, Y = Yi, X' = X;. Y' = Y;. We then have 
D2 = D 2(X) v D 2( Y) = D 2(X') v D 2 ( Y') with, by construction, D 2(X) = D 2( Y'), and 
D 2( Y) = D 2(X'), i.e., D 2 is a bijoin. 
REMARKS 
Three easy corollaries can be stated. 
COROLLARY 1. If VI is finite then .s4 = .s41[.s42 ] if and only if (1) holds. 
COROLLARY 2. If the degree of each point of Dl is finite then .s4 = .s41[.s42 ] if and only if 
(1) holds. 
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COROLLARY 3. If the number of points of DI with infinite degree in finite then 
.s4 = .s41[.s42] if and only if (1) holds. 
We will close with a few more observations. To facilitate the discussion let us agree to 
call ~ the digraph which is a Z-chain in itself, i.e., ~ = (Z, {ijli <j}); let us also call ~n any 
n-point induced subgraph of ~ (these are clearly isomorphic to (Zn, {ijli <j})). 
PROPOSITION. If D is a finite bijoin then there exist a positive integer n and a digraph F 
such that D =£l'n[F]. 
PROOF. Let D=(V,E)=D(X)vD(Y)=D(X')v(D(Y') with D(X)=D(Y') and 
D(Y) =D(X'). Without loss of generality assume that IXI;31 YI. It is easy to see (use the 
proof of Lemma 1) that Y'2 Y and X 2X'. We will now induct on I VI. In the case of 
I VI = 2 we are dealing with a triviality (and clearly I VI;3 2 for a bijoin). Suppose that the 
claim is true for all bijoins on less than I VI vertices and consider two cases. 
(i) X nY' = $. Then IXI = IYI = IX'I = I Y'I = ~IVI and, by Lemma 1, X = X', Y = Y'. 
Hence we take n = 2 and F = D (X) (and we don't even need the induction hypothesis). 
(ii) X n Y' '" $. Then X n Y' = X\X' = Y\ Y' and we have X = X' u (X n Y'), Y' = 
Yu (X n Y'). In fact, we have more: D(X) is a bijoin, since D(X') v D(X n Y') = D(X) = 
D(Y') =D(X n Y') v D(Y). By induction hypothesis D(X) =~n{F] for some n' and F. 
To complete the proof we only need to show that D(X n Y') =~m[F] for some m and the 
same F. But that is clear from the recursive construction implicit in the argument. 
For the rest, let DI and D2 be disjoint digraphs as before. We will, for lack of a better 
word, call a selective dijoin the digraph DI it D2 = (V, E) obtained by putting V = VI U V 2, 
E = EI U E2 U S where S is a set of edges joining VI and V 2 such that for each u E VI either 
N+(u) n V 2 = $ or V 2 ~N+(u) and either N-(u) n V 2 = $ or V 2 ~j.r(u). This induces a 
(possibly trivial) partition VI = 1(; 0 (; 10 (; N given by 1= {u E VIlvu E S for all v E V 2}, 
O={v E VIluu ES for all v E V 2} IO={u E VIluv, vu E S for all v E V 2} and N= 
{u E VIluv, vue S for all v E V 2}. 
With this somewhat cumbersome terminology we can describe the wreath products of 
digraphs satisfying (1) whose automorphism groups do not preserve copies. Let D = 
D I [D 2 ] be such a product. It follows from the proof of Lemma 7 and the above 
assumptions that DI contains a Z-chain and D2 is a bijoin. Hence, by the Proposition, 
D2 = ~n[F] for some nand F and D = G it ~[~n[F]] for some digraph G. But, of course, 
~[~n[F]] can be written as ~[F] and so D = G it ~[F]. 
This leads to yet another simple corollary, with the assumptions as for the Theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. .s4 = .s41[.s42] if and only if (1) of the Theorem holds and also (2'). If DI 
contains a Z-chain then D2 '" ~n[F] for any nand F. 
One last remark. The Theorem remains true if we allow D2 to be infinite, provided that 
for any two points x and y of D2 we have I{z E V 21[xz] E [E2]}{z E V 21[yz] E [E2]} I < I V21. 
This generalizes the more general theorem of [4]. A proof will appear elsewhere in a 
more general setting. 
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